**JOB DESCRIPTION:** Full time Research Assistant for Project on the Dynamics of the Gender Earnings Gap

Research assistant must be willing to work full-time at the National Bureau of Economic Research in Cambridge MA. RA should ideally have applied (months ago) for or currently have restricted-access permission to use the Boston Research Data Center (RDC) in Cambridge since permissions take about six months to process. Working in the RDC is an important component of the job. Skill set must be broad and deep in statistics and economics and must include excellent knowledge of STATA and other relevant statistical programs and experience working with large data sets. Research assistant must have some knowledge of US labor markets, labor economics, and family/household economics. Research assistant must be able to work effectively and closely with a team of other researchers exploring the dynamics of the gender earnings gaps.

**BA or BS necessary with project experience such as a senior thesis or extensive term paper in economics.**

Salary commensurate with abilities: $48K to $54K per year.

**TO APPLY:** Please upload a single PDF document containing the following materials to this website:

a. A current CV  
b. A cover letter describing your interest in and qualifications for this position  
c. An unofficial transcript  

The NBER is an Equal Opportunity Employer.  
We do not discriminate on the basis of race, religion, color, sex, age, national origin or disability.  

The NBER will make reasonable accommodation for any disabled applicant, and will provide assistance to disabled applicants as needed during the application process.